
 
 
 

 
Southwest Power Pool 

SEAMS STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING 

May 13, 2015 

Conference Call 
  

• M I N U T E S •  
 

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items 

Seams Steering Committee (SSC) Chair Paul Malone, NPPD, called the conference call meeting to order 
at approximately 9:02 am. The following SSC members were in attendance: 

Paul Malone, NPPD; 
Bary Warren, Empire; 
Roy Boyer, SPS; 
Ollie Burke, Entergy; 
Jeff Knottek, City Utilities of Springfield; 
Keith Tynes, East Texas Cooperatives;  
Richard Ross, AEP; and 
Brett Hooton, SPP Staff Secretary. 

 
Background materials for this meeting can be found on the SPP website at:  
http://www.spp.org/section.asp?group=1799&pageID=27 
 
The minutes from the April Conference Call were reviewed with one minor edit being made. Bary Warren, 
Empire, moved to approve the minutes as revised. They were approved without objection. 
 
The action item list was reviewed and SPP staff provided an update on each of the action items. Action 
Item 040 was added to the action item list. Action Item 040 is an action item for staff to “report to the SSC 
on how DC Ties are currently operated.” 

Agenda Item 2 – Interregional Order 1000 

SPP-SERTP Interregional Order 1000 FERC Order 

Brett Hooton, SPP, provided an update on the status of negotiations and the upcoming filing for 
compliance with the interregional Order 1000 requirements for the SPP-SERTP seam. SPP and the 
SERTP sponsors have held several conference calls negotiating the language needed for compliance. 
Much of that language was prescriptive from FERC so the calls have been relatively easy. There will be 
revisions to the SPP OATT, Attachment O, Addendum 4. There is not an impact to SPP’s Joint Operating 
Agreements. Mr. Hooton then reviewed each of the proposed changes to SPP OATT language. The 
language had previously been reviewed and vetted by the SPP Regional Tariff Working Group (RTWG).  
 
In addition to the language related to SERTP coordination, FERC also required that SPP further justify 
the proposed regional cost allocation of an interregional project less than 300 kV. SPP proposed that for 
all projects greater than 100 kV the regional cost allocation would be highway funded. FERC accepted 
the proposal for projects greater than 300 kV. Stakeholders were encouraged to file supporting 
comments. 
 
The filing is due on May 18.  
 



 
 
 

SPP-MAPP Interregional Order 1000 

Matt Harward, SPP, provided an update on the status for compliance with the interregional Order 1000 
requirements for the SPP-MAPP seam. SPP filed, along with Northwestern Energy, that with the IS 
integration there will no longer be a seam between SPP and MAPP as MAPP will no longer be a planning 
region. The new seam is with MISO and SaskPower. The IS parties and SPP will meet their interregional 
Order 1000 requirements through the SPP-MISO JOA. There are no interregional Order 1000 
requirements with SaskPower since SaskPower is a Canadian utility. 
 
SPP-MISO Interregional Order 1000 

Mr. Hooton provided an update on the status of negotiations for compliance with the interregional Order 
1000 requirements for the SPP-MISO seam. Mr. Hooton stated that the deadline for rehearing requests 
had passed and there were no request. The extension requested by SPP and MISO was accepted and 
the new compliance deadline is August 18. SPP and MISO have had several discussions regarding 
addressing the outstanding compliance requirements and there is a general agreement on the approach. 
 
Mr. Hooton reviewed each of the outstanding compliance items and reviewed the options for each. On 
most of the items MISO and SPP are in agreement on the approach. MISO is currently in the process of 
evaluating regional changes to accommodate the interregional requirements. SPP is watching to see how 
these changes could impact the interregional process and what projects can qualify as an interregional 
project. 

Agenda Item 3 – SPP-MISO CSP Study Update 

Economic Assessment Update 

Mr. Hooton provided an update on the SPP-MISO Coordinated System Plan (CSP) economic 
assessment. The presentation reviewed the screening process for filtering through all of the potential 
interregional projects. There were also several model updates that impacted both the issues and the 
potential projects. The most impactful of these updates was placing Shawnee Coal back into service. The 
initial model assumed that this TVA unit would be retired. More recent information showed that the TVA 
Board only approved retiring unit 10. This resulted in around 1,300 MW of additional generation. This 
change resulted in some projects qualifying that did not previously while also knocking some projects out. 
At this time SPP and MISO are still evaluating the impacts.  
 
The next steps include performing the 20-year benefit to cost analysis. This is similar to the SPP 40-year 
analysis in the ITP except for a shorter timeframe. There are two primary risks to the study resulting in a 
joint project. The first is that the current results that are showing potentially three to four good projects still 
need to be validated. Secondly each RTO will perform a separate regional review process. MISO’s 
regional process may include moving SPP resource plan generation around which could significantly 
change the benefits. Both SPP staff and stakeholders expressed concern with this. Mr. Hooton stated that 
SPP does not have any authority to require MISO to perform their regional review in a certain manner as 
it is an independent process. 
 
Reliability Assessment Update 

Adam Bell, SPP, provided an update on the reliability assessment from the SPP-MISO CSP study. Mr. 
Bell reported that there were 19 potential thermal overloads and 34 potential low voltage issues that were 
evaluated for potential interregional solutions. SPP and MISO staff evaluated a significant amount of 
potential projects to determine if any of them provided benefit to both SPP and MISO. Projects that 
provided reliability benefits were also evaluated to determine if there was any economic value. 
Specifically, SPP evaluated all 1,401 2015 ITP10 and 531 2015 ITPNT projects, in addition to the staff 
developed and stakeholder submitted projects. All projects evaluated in the economic assessment were 
also evaluated to determine if they provided reliability benefit. 
 
The potential solutions were evaluated to determine if the project: 



 
 
 

(a) provided benefit to both SPP and MISO; 
(b) solved a potential thermal overload to under 100%; 
(c) solved base case voltages within applicable planning criteria; 
(d) solved contingency voltages within applicable planning criteria; or 
(e) is more cost effective than SPP and MISO regional projects. 

 
There were two primary projects which were identified as potentially provided value to both SPP and 
MISO while addressing potential reliability issues, Fisher to Rodemacher 230 kV and Gobbler Knob to 
Datto 161 kV. The Fisher project didn’t show enough improvement of the potential SPP reliability issue to 
be considered beneficial to SPP. The Gobbler Knob project needs further consideration on whether this 
should be considered a project that benefits SPP as it address only SPA issues. 

Agenda Item 4 – SaskPower Interim RC Agreement 

Mr. Hooton updated the SSC that SPP and SaskPower have executed an Interim Adjacent RC 
Agreement. The purpose of the agreement is for SPP and SaskPower to codify the necessary procedures 
needed for compliance as neighboring Reliability Coordinators. The agreement is “interim” because SPP 
and SaskPower expect to execute a Joint Operating Agreement by October 1, 2015. 

Agenda Item 5 – MISO-PJM Docket on Seams Issues 

Erin Cullum, SPP, provided an update on the MISO-PJM FERC Docket on seams issues. MISO and PJM 
made a joint filing in May. As a part of that filing they both asked that FERC scheduled a technical 
conference in late summer or early fall to cover both interface pricing and commercial flow in Market-to-
Market (as it relates to interface pricing and the freeze date). 
 
Regarding interface pricing, MISO and PJM state that they are continuing to evaluate solutions and 
discuss it with stakeholders at the Joint & Common Market (JCM) meetings. MISO and PJM plan to 
continue discussion and will update FERC again towards the end of 2015. 
 
On day-ahead market coordination MISO and PJM expect to implement day ahead FFE exchange for 
flowgates expected to be congested in the real time market by the third quarter of 2015. They have a two 
phase solution, the first is to exchange day ahead FFEs for selected M2M congested flowgates. Secondly 
will be a proof of concept for an economic allocation of FFE. 
 
On the topic of the use of commercial flow in Market-to-Market MISO and PJM disagree. MISO states that 
the PJM proposal is inconsistent with the MISO IMM’s proposed approval for interface pricing.  
 
For the Freeze Date Replacement topic the RTOs reported that The Congestion Management Process 
Council and the Working Group are still working on the issue. 
 
Ms. Cullum stated that SPP plans to intervene and file comments requesting that FERC require that the 
interface pricing and day ahead FFE exchange three party discussions by including SPP. 

Agenda Item 6 – Seams Metrics 

Scott Brown, SPP, presented the presentation on Seams Metrics. This presentation was focused primarily 
on M2M for the month of April. Mr. Brown reviewed the cumulative total of Market-to-Market settlements 
for the month of April which showed the total number of Market-to-Market binding hours to be 382 with a 
net settlement to SPP of $4.3 million. By far the largest impacted flowgate was Council Bluff to Sub 3456. 
Mr. Brown then reviewed specific flowgates. As a part of the non-Market-to-Market seams metrics Mr. 
Brown reviewed the MISO North-South dispatch and identified the periods where MISO was exceeding 
the 1,000 MW contract path limit. The last set of data Mr. Brown reviewed with the SSC was the data for 
unaccounted flows. Mr. Brown highlighted the Iatan – Stranger flowgate and provided a chart which 
charts the unaccounted flows with other market flow data to help look for correlations. 



 
 
 

Agenda Item 7 – Market-to-Market Section 8.1.2 Update 

Mr. Hooton stated that SPP filed updated JOA language for 8.1.2 which is consistent with language 
previously reviewed by the SSC. After significant negotiations SPP and MISO agreed to the language. 
MISO stated that they would file comments in agreement.  

Agenda Item 8 – NAESB Update 

Jason Davis, SPP, provided an update on some NAESB activities. The NAESB Business Practice 
Subcommittee (BPS) is working on trying to finalize a new set of standards from the commercial 
standpoint from the requirements that were sent over from NERC from their work on MOD A. BPS sent 
out a draft of the recommendation out to the industry in February for informal comments and the group is 
working through those comments to see if any additional changes are needed. The BPS has been tasked 
with completed the standard by the end of 2nd quarter this year.   BPS has been working with the IDCWG 
and IDC Association in reviewing their questions/remarks on the WEQ-008 (PFV standard) in 
determination of what changes are needed in the IDC. 

Agenda Item 9 – SPP-MISO Dispute 

Mr. Kelley provided an update on the SPP-MISO dispute. Mr. Kelley stated that the negotiations are 
ongoing and he is limited in what he can say due to the confidential nature of the settlement conference. 

Agenda Item 10 – Seams Meetings 

Mr. Hooton informed the SSC of the following seams meetings: 
• May 20, SPP-MISO JPC Meeting 
• June 2015 SPP-MISO IPSAC Meeting 
• June 16 SPP-AECI JOA Meeting in Little Rock, AR at SPP’s Offices 
• August 13, 2015 SPP-MISO JOA Meeting 

Chair Malone stated that the SSC meeting is scheduled for August 11 in Dallas and the SPP-MISO JOA 
Joint Stakeholder meeting is scheduled for the 13th in Camel, IN. It was requested that SPP staff consider 
moving the SSC meeting to the 12th and contacting MISO to request use of one of their conference rooms 
for the meeting. Roy Boyer, SPS, stated that many stakeholders plan ahead for these meeting and 
schedule changes may result in them being unable to attend. Mr. Boyer added that if the SSC is moved to 
the 12th he may not be able to attend or even dial in. 

 
Adjournment 
 
The meeting adjourned at approximately 12:00 pm. 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Brett Hooton 
Staff Secretary 
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Attend Status First Name Last Name Position Company

1
X M Paul  Malone  Chairman Nebraska Public Power District 

2
X M Bary Warren Vice‐Chair The Empire District Electric Power

3
X M Keith Tynes  Member East Texas Electric Cooperative, Inc.

4
X M Oliver  Burke Member Entergy Services, Inc.

5
X M Richard  Ross Member  AEP 

6
M Jake Langthorn Member OG&E

7
X M Roy Boyer Member SPS

8
M Chris Lyons Member Exelon

9
X M Jeff  Knottek Member City Utilities Springfield MO

10
X M Brett   Hooton Staff Secretary Southwest Power Pool 

11
X S Jason Davis Southwest Power Pool

12
X S David Kelley Southwest Power Pool

13
X S Erin Cullum Southwest Power Pool

14
X S Adam Bell Southwest Power Pool

15
X G Adam McKinnie Missouri Public Service Commission

Status: M ‐ Member   P ‐ Proxy   S‐ SPP Staff    G ‐ Guest
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16
X G Dennis  Reed Westar

17
X G Katy Onnen KCPL

18
X G Dan Lenihan OPPD

19
X G Pat Hayes Ameren

20
X G Blaine Erhardt Basin Electric

21
X G Jim Flucke KCPL

22
X G Steve Sanders WAPA

23
X G Robert Safuto CES

24
X S Joshua Phillips SPP

25
X G Joshua Verzal OPPD

26
X G MIchael Wegner ITC

27
G Elizabeth Solano MISO

28
X G Steve Gaw Wind Coalition

29
X G Seth Cochran DC‐Energy

30
G Robert Shields AECC

Status: M ‐ Member   P ‐ Proxy   S‐ SPP Staff    G ‐ Guest
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31
X G Cliff Franklin Westar

32
X S Scott Brown SPP

33
X G Kip Fox AEP 

34
X G Jordan Schmick Xcel

35
X G Heather Starnes MJMEUC / City Utilities Springfield MO

36
X G Amber Metzker Xcel

37
X G David Marshall Southern Company

38
X G Al Taylor Keller and Heckman

39
X G John Bell Kansas Corporation Commission

40
X S Matt Harward SPP

41
X G Eric Burkey Ameren

42
X G Darren Kearney South Dakota

43
X G John Tennyson City Utilities Springfield MO

44
X G Jason Speer SPP

45
X G David Harlan Veriquest Group

Status: M ‐ Member   P ‐ Proxy   S‐ SPP Staff    G ‐ Guest
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46
X G Joe Lang OPPD

47
X G Lori Frisk‐Thompson Basin Electric

Status: M ‐ Member   P ‐ Proxy   S‐ SPP Staff    G ‐ Guest
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